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A detector for every wavelength

The optimal detector system depends on  
coupling to the detector, bandwidth, and 
system noise.  Consider diffraction.  What 
happens in a system with a 10 micron pixel as 
the wavelength approaches 5 microns?



mm wavelengths: low sidelobe horn antennas

A corrugated horn produces an aperture electric field in which the 
fields are nearly linear. A linear electric field cannot be produced 
by waveguides which support pure transverse-electric (TE) or 
transverse-magnetic (TM) modes since they have aperture electric 
fields in which the field lines are curved. Only a ' balanced 
hybrid' mode can produce the desired linear aperture field. This 
happens when both the axial magnetic field and the azimuthal 
electric field at the edge of the corrugations are zero. The 
former is produced by an open circuit condition with a quarter 
wavelength deep corrugations and the latter by a short-circuit 
with many corrugations per wavelength. 



Where do you put the gain?

At the output of the detection system we need to have volt-level signals. But the 
signals on the input are nanovolt typically.   As the signal wavelength gets longer 
it becomes possible to have amplification before detection.    The choice of 
whether to detect first and amplify or to amplify and then detect is based on 
S/N considerations.  Amplifiers have noise, and at very short wavelengths it is 
better to detect first (just like we did at optical wavelengths with CCDs etc).

For a multi-stage system the first stage dominates the S/N ratio.  
For example, in a hetrodyne receiver the mixer noise and the IF noise combine:

TR = TMix + TIF / η

where η is the transfer function or conversion gain of the mixer.



Square law detector

SIS junctions are even more non-linear, 
as well as less noisy.

Any AC signal can be demodulated by a nonlinear device. The bolometer is a square law 
detector in the quantum sense that the probability of absorbing a photon is proportional 
to the square of the electric field      ~ E2



mixer

hetrodyne receiver

Balanced mixer



radio interferometry



Why heterodyne? 
Many receivers used in radio astronomy (all receivers used for spectroscopy) 
employ so-called superheterodyne schemes. The goal is to transform the 
frequency of the signal (SF) down to a lower frequency, called the intermediate 
frequency (IF) that is easier to process but without losing any of the information 
to be measured. This is accomplished by mixing the SF from the low noise 
amplifier with a local oscillator (LO) and filtering out any unwanted sidebands in 
the IF. A bonus is that the SF can be shifted around in the IF, or alternatively, 
the IF for a given SF can be shifted around by shifting the LO frequency. 
Used for detection of radio line emission.

Why square-law detectors? 
Inside radio-astronomy receivers, a signal is usually represented by a voltage 
proportional to the electric field (as collected by the antenna). But we often want 
to measure power or power density. So, at least for continuum measurements and 
for calibration, we need a device that produces an output proportional to the 
square of the voltage, a so-called square-law detector, and also averages over at 
least a few cycles of the waveform. 
Used for detection of radio noise.



Noise in square law detectors
There are two bandwidths of interest: The noise bandwidth B1 before detection which is 
usually set by some bandpass filter and the bandwidth B2 after detection which is 
usually set by a low-pass filter.

What do we get when we square a noise voltage?  The output comes from noise in B1 
mixing with some other frequency in B2.  The output noise depends on the product B1 x 
B2: 

<∆ I >2 = 2 a Sν B1 B2                      NEP = k TN (2 B1)1/2

Consider a system with a HEMT amplifier into a bandpass B1 followed by square law 
detection and a low pass filter B2.   The output is proportional to the noise power
kTN B1, where TN is the receiver noise.   This is calibrated in temperature units.
The fractional error 

∆Trms / TN =  ( B1 τ )-1/2

This is the Dicke radiometer formula.  Bob Dicke used a switch to measure and subtract 
TN , so ∆Trms  became the accuracy with which he could measure the sky. One gets ∆T = 
0.1 mK in t = 1 sec for a HEMT receiver with B1 = 10 GHz and TN = 10 deg K.



Dicke microwave radiometer: 
when the signal is noise

Challenge: accurately measure microwave noise in the presence of 
broadband detector system noise.  The microwave noise (the 
signal) and the system noise are both wideband and stochastic.



Dicke switch



President addresses world from space
New York Herald Tribune, 
13 August 1960

http://www.history.com/audio/first-speech-broadcast-by-satellite#first-speech-broadcast-by-satellite

http://www.history.com/audio/first-speech-broadcast-by-satellite�


A microwave system at Bell Labs
with low antenna side-lobes



CMB Discovery missed



Post Project Echo, two astronomers were hired:
Arno Penzias and Bob Wilson



Discovery of the CMB

Chop between sky and a cold load:



Chart recording



ApJ Letters  142, 419-421  (1965)



Microwave Radiometer in U2: detection of CMB dipole



CMB Dipole due to our motion through the 
CMB

Doppler effect produces spatial variation in
CMB temperature: 2.73K  + 0.1% and – 0.1% 

Our velocity through the CMB: 390 km/sec  



COBE differential microwave radiometer

Dicke switch



COBE systematic errors
The largest systematic error was the 
Earth’s magnetic field coupling into the 
100 Hz magnetically switched ferrite 
circulator in the Dicke switch, creating 
time-varying extra insertion loss.  This 
figure shows the COBE magnetic and 
celestial signals vs time for 53B channel. 

(top) Magnetic signal from the Earth’s 
field. The spin and orbit modulation are 
clearly apparent.  Note that this 
systematic is ten times larger than the 
dipole-subtracted anisotropy signal!

(bottom) Celestial signal from an 
unresolved source (the Moon).

The COBE team had to model and 
subtract these systematics after the 
mission.  Residual systematic error 
resulted from model and fitting errors.



WMAP

David Wilkinson



WMAP







CMB 
Temperature 
smooth to 3 
Decimal places

CMB “dipole” (at 
the 0.1% level)

Interpret CMB 
dipole as 
red/blue shifts 
due to our motion 
and remove to 
get “cosmic 
anisotropies”

Blue 
shifted

Red 
shifted

Galaxy





five frequency maps

23, 33, 41, 61 and 93 GHz



derived maps

Dust map Synchrotron map

Free-free map CMB map





Note deficit of power on large 
angular scales, observed first 
by COBE and confirmed by 
WMAP.  Common systematic 
error or hint of new physics?

WMAP CMB power spectrum

WMAP
COBE



Systematic error?

Pictured here is a combined quadrupole plus octopole map of the WMAP microwave 
sky in galactic co-ordinates, after subtracting the Milky Way. The ecliptic (dashed 
line) threads its way along the node line, separating one of the hot spots from one 
of the cold spots, tracking the node over a third of the sky. 

The large-angle correlations of the Cosmic Microwave Background exhibit several statistically 
significant anomalies compared to the standard inflationary big-bang model. This finding casts 
doubts on the cosmological interpretation of the lowest multipoles from the temperature-
temperature correlation and from the temperature-polarization correlation.



WMAP scan strategy



Future:



Planck focal plane (Low Freq Instrument)



Planck on its way



Planck scan



Comparison with WMAP

• 22-90 GHz
• 13’
• 300 uK-arcmin (@ 94 GHz)
• 420 uK-arcmin 

(polarization @ 94 GHz)

• 30-850 GHz
• 5’   (@>=217 GHz)
• 40 uK-arcmin (@143 GHz)
• 80 uK-arcmin (polarization 

@143 GHz)

WMAP Planck



Temperature Maps

WMAP 2 years WMAP 8 years Planck 1 year

Planck Bluebook



WMAP 4 years Planck 1 year

Planck Bluebook











Andrew Lange





HFI Ge bolometer preamp noise









LFI noise before and after chops













Inverse problems



Image space, data space, and noise



Stochastic model of an inverse problem

K = physics solution

simulations help



Parametric inversion

CL0024 with HST

source galaxy

best mass model



Orange-blue: best mass model





Simulations!
Simulations play a key role in regularized inverse solutions.  Start with model of entire 
imaging process. Prior: chose classes of object images.  Convolve with model. Select 
appropriate restoration method. Optimize inverse solution via regularization parameter.

orange: best mass model.
blue: simulated arcs using 
best model.
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